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Using methods introduced by S. Schochet in J. Differential Equations 114 (1994),
476512, we compute the first term of an asymptotic expansion of the solutions of
hyperbolic equations perturbated by a skew-symmetric linear operator. That result
is first applied to two systems describing the motion of geophysic fluids: the rotat-
ing Euler equations and the primitive system of the quasigeostrophic equations.
Finally in the last part, we study the slightly compressible Euler equations by
application of that same result.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
We are interested in symmetric hyperbolic systems of the type
(H=) {t v
=+q(v=, v=)+
L(v=)
=
=0 in Td
v=|t=0=v0 ,
where v= and v0 are d $-dimensional vector fields, defined respectively on
R_Td and Td, where Td is a periodic box: Functions defined on Td are
2?bj -periodic in each of the d directions of Rd, where the bj ’s are strictly
positive real numbers. The linear operator L is skew-symmetric, and is
defined by
L(v)=F&1 :
d $
a=1
i|a(n)(Fv(n), ea(n)) ea(n), (1.1)
where ( } , } ) denotes the scalar product in Cd $. We have written Fv(n) for
the discrete Fourier transform of v, and the |a(n) are real numbers and
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(ea(n))1ad $ is a set of orthonormal vectors for all n. Finally q(u, v) is a
bilinear form, of the type
q(u, v)=(Au } {v+Av } {u)2, (1.2)
where A is a linear operator, such that Au=(A ju)1 jd , and for all j,
A ju is a smooth, symmetric matrix. It can also be a form of the type
q(u, v)=P(Au } {v+Av } {u)2, where P is the L2-orthogonal projector
onto the space of divergence free vector fieldsthat form will be used in
the examples of application we shall study, concerning inviscid fluids. In
that case, we are not strictly speaking in the setting of hyperbolic equa-
tions; however, as we will see, the energy estimates we shall write will be
true for (1.2) as well as for that bilinear form. So we shall note in the
following
q(u, v)= 12F
&1 :
k+m=n
P(n)(FA ju(k) mjFv(m)+FA jv(k) mj Fu(m)),
where P(n) is a homogeneous function of order 0, defined on Zd. We have
used the Einstein convention on the summation over repeated indexes: We
have omitted the sum over j in the definition above, and we will keep that
convention throughout this paper.
Singular limits in systems such as (H=) have been studied by a number
of authors (among others, one can refer to [12], [14], [15], [16], [19]
or [22] for instance). Existence results follow directly from the skew-
symmetry of L (as the perturbation disappears in the energy estimates).
However, to find the limit of the solutions, one cannot take the limit
directly in the system (H=) (as t v= is a priori not bounded in =). An idea
(as in [2], [12], or [22] for instance) is to ‘‘filter’’ the system by the
semi-group L(t) associated with L, by defining the operator
L(t) v=F&1 :
d
a=1
e&i|a(n) t(Fv(n), ea(n)) ea(n),
with the same notations as for (1.1), and we consider u==L(&t=) v=,
which satisfies
(H =) {t u
=+Q=(u=, u=)=0 in Td
u=|t=0=v0 ,
where we have written
Q=(u, v)=L \&t=+ q \L \
t
=+ u, L \
t
=+ v+ . (1.3)
We shall note Q(u, u) the limit in D$ of Q=(u=, u=), which, as L preserves the
H_ norms, is also the limit of Q=(u, u). The operator Q satisfies the
fundamental property of being independent of time, since by the non
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stationary phase theorem (see for instance [1], Lemma 1 page 51),
FQ(u, v) is equal to
1
2 :
|a(k)+|b(m)=|c(n)
k+m=n
(P(n) A jua(k) mjvb(m))c (n)+(P(n) A jva(k) mj ub(m))c (n)
where, to simplify the notations, we have written
A jua(k)=FA j (F&1ua( } ))(k), with ua(k)=(Fu(k), ea(k)) ea(k).
(1.4)
The following theorem is proved in [22]; the space H_ is the homogeneous
Sobolev space of order _.
Theorem 0. Consider v0 # H _(Td), where _(d2)+3, and suppose
that the solution u of
(H0) {t u+Q(u, u)=0 in T
d
u |t=0=v0
is defined in C0([0, T], H _(Td)).Then for = small enough, the solution v= of
the system (H=) satisfies v= # C0([0, T], H_(Td)), and
v=&L \t=+ u=o(1) in C0([0, T], H_&1(Td)).
The aim of this paper is to analyse more precisely what that o(1) is made
of, assuming, if need be, more regularity on the initial data and some
additional properties on the perturbation operator L. For instance in the
case when (H=) is the incompressible rotating Euler equation, A. Babin,
A. Mahalov, and B. Nicolaenko in [2] find a rate of convergence of u= to
u in O(=), and the proof of that result depends very much on ‘‘small divisor
estimates’’ satisfied by the operator L. So let us introduce the following
definition.
Definition 1.1. We will say that L satisfies a small divisor estimate of
order r2 and of degree : if there exists a constant Cr, : such that for all
(k1 , .., kr) in Zrd, for all (b1 , .., br+1) in [1, .., d $]r+1, we have
:
r
i=1
|bi(ki){|br+1 \ :
r
i=1
k i+
O } :
r
i=1
|bi (ki)&|br+1 \ :
r
i=1
k i+}
&1
Cr, : ‘
r
i=1
(1+|k i | ):.
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In the following we will use the notation
|a, b, ck, n =
def |a(k)+|b(n&k)&|c(n),
|a, b, c, dk$, k, n =
def |a(k$)+|b(k&k$)+|c(n&k)&|d (n).
Remark. Let us note that it is proved in [11] that a large class of
perturbations L satisfies such a small divisor estimate for almost all
domains Td.
Theorem 1. Let us suppose the perturbation L satisfies a second order
small divisor estimate of degree :0. Then if v0 # H s+:, where s>(d2)+4,
and if the solution u of (H0) is defined in C0([0, T], H s+:(Td)), then the
filtered solution u= satisfies
u=&u==h&=R =osc(u)+o(=) in C
0([0, T], H s&3(Td)),
where h is the solution in C0([0, T], H s&2(Td)) of a linearized limit
equation
(H1) {t h+2Q(u, h)=R(u) in T
d
h |t=0=R =osc(u) |t=0 ,
and where FR =osc(u) and FR(u) are respectively equal to
:
k+m=n
:
|k, n
a, b, c{0
ie&i(t=) |k, n
a, b, c
|a, b, ck, n
(P(n) A jua(k) mjub(m))c (n)
and
:
k$+m$=k
k+m=n
:
|k$, k, n
a$, b$, b, c=0
|k$, k
a$, b$, a=0
i
|a$, b$, ak$, k
_(P(n) A jub(m) kj (P(k) Alua$(k$) m$lub$(m$))a (k))c (n)
:
k$+m$=k
k+m=n
:
|k$, k, n
a$, b$, b, c=0
|k$, k
a$, b$, a=0
i
|a$, b$, ak$, k
_(P(n) A j (P(k) Alua$(k$) m$lub$(m$))a (k) m jub(m))c (n),
with the notations defined in (1.4).
Remarks. That theorem means that the difference between u= and u, at
the first order, is measured by a function h independent of =, and an
oscillating function R =osc(u). The function h satisfies a linear equation, where
the forcing term is cubic in u; it is due to the fact that in a term such as
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Q=(R =osc(u), u), which appears when one considers the equation satisfied by
=&1(u=&u)+R =osc(u), the oscillations due to R
=
osc(u) and Q
= can interfere
and cancel out. Let us furthermore note that in [11], a similar result as
Theorem 1.4 is proved in the parabolic case.
The proof of that theorem is written in Section 2; it will be found using
a more general lemma, Lemma 2.1 proved in Section 3, concerning equa-
tions where the right-hand side oscillates fast in time. That type of function
is the object of the coming definition.
Definition 1.2. Let T>0, p1 and _>d2 be fixed. We write
kq

=(k1 , .., kq), where ki # Zd, and will call |kq

|=max1iq |ki |. Then a
function R=osc(t) will be said to be ( p, _)-oscillating if it can be written as
R=osc(t)= :
q # [1, .., p]
R =q, osc(t), where
(1.5)
R=q, osc(t)=F
&1 :
kq

# Knq
e&i(t=) ;q(n, kq

)r0(n, kq

) f =1(t, k1) } } } f
=
q (t, kq),
with K nq=[kq

# Zdq | qi=1 ki=n and ;q(n, kq

){0], and where r0 and f =i
satisfy _(:i)1iq , : i0, such that |r0(n, kq

)|C(1+|k1| ):1 } } } (1+|kq| ):q;
\i # [1, ..., q], F&1( f =i(t, } )) is uniformly bounded in C
0([0, T], H_+:i)
and __i>&_ such that F&1(t f =i(t, } )) is uniformly bounded in
C 0([0, T], H_i).
Remarks. As H_ is an algebra since _>(d2), then a ( p, _)-oscillating
function is in particular bounded in C 0([0, T], H_). For example, we will
see that R =osc(u) is a (2, s&1)-oscillating function if v0 # H
s+:.
In Section 4, we will apply that theorem to two examples: the first exam-
ple will be the equations governing the motion of inviscid, incompressible,
rotating fluids: The tridimensional, divergence free unknown vector field is
the velocity, transported via the Euler equation. If one considers the pertur-
bation created by the Coriolis force, one obtains the following system,
where B=(0, 0, 1), and where p= is the pressure:
(RF =) {
t v=+v= } {v=+
v=_B
=
=&{p= in T3
div v==0 in T3
v=|t=0=v0 .
Such a system is namely the object of studies by A. Babin, A. Mahalov, and
B. Nicolaenko in [2] and [3]. Let us note that the system (RF =) is also
studied by T. Colin and P. Fabrie in [7], by E. Grenier in [12], and also
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in [9][11], in the viscous case (i.e., in the case of the perturbated
NavierStokes equations).
Another typical example is that of the primitive system of the quasi-
geostrophic equations:
(PE =) {
t V =+v= } {V =+=&1LV ===&1(&{,=, 0) in T3
div v==0 in T3
V =|t=0=V0 .
with
L=\
0
1
0
0
&1
0
0
0
0
0
0
&F &1
0
0
F &1
0 + ,
where the unknown vector field is V ==(v=, T =), v= representing the velocity,
and the scalar field T = representing the potential temperature. The
parameter F &1 is a strictly positive constant (see [8]). For the derivation
of such a model, one can refer to the work of J.-L. Lions, R. Temam
and S. Wang in [18]. In Section 4 we will prove, using Theorem 1, the
following result.
Theorem 2. For almost all periodic boxes, the following result is true.
Let s>(52) be a real number. If v0 (resp. U0) is smooth enough, then the
life span T =
*
of (RF =) (resp. (PE=)) satisfies lim=  0 T =*=, and the solu-tion v= (resp. V =) is such that
for all T>0, u==u+=h&=R =osc+o(=), in C
0([0, T], H s(T3)),
resp. U ==U+=h&=R =osc+o(=), in C
0([0, T], Hs(T3)),
with the notations of Theorem 1, in particular where h is the solution of the
linearized limit system (H1) associated with (RF =) (resp. (PE =)), and where
u (resp. U), solution of (H0), is the limit of the filtered solution
u==L(&t=) v= (resp. U ==L(&t=) V =).
Remarks. In [4], T. Beale and A. Bourgeois study and validate the
system (PE=), and prove a convergence theorem, in the case when the
initial data is well prepared: If the initial data converges at O(=) speed to
an element of the kernel of PL noted U0, QG , then the solution of (PE=)
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converges at O(=) speed to the solution of (H0). Similarly in the case of the
whole space, D. Iftimie proves in [13] that the life span of (PE=) goes to
infinity with =, and also proves a convergence result in the well prepared
case, i.e., when the initial data converges to a field U0, QG . Finally, in the
viscous case, and also in the whole space, J.&Y. Chemin proves in [6]
that (PE=) is globally well posed when U0 is close enough to a field U0, QG .
Here there is no such assumption on the initial data. Similarly, for those
examples, convergence and lifespan results have been proved by A. Babin,
A. Mahalov, and B. Nicolaenko in [2] and [3], without however such an
expansion as that written in Theorem 1.
Moreover, as we will see in Section 4, the fact that the result is true for
almost all values of the bj ’s is linked to two different and independent
aspects: the first one is that the small divisor estimates, needed in order to
have a rate of convergence in O(=), are satisfied for almost all periodic
boxes. The second reason is totally independent: we shall see that for
almost all values of the bj ’s, in both the case of (RF =) and (PE =), the limit
system (H0) can be diagonalized in such a way as to guarantee that it is
globally well posed, and that naturally leads to the result on T =
*
. That
second limitation on the bj’s defines ‘‘nonresonant domains.’’
Let us finally note that in [3], a precise second order small divisor
estimate is computed in those particular cases: The authors find a degree
:=4+=0 , but however that only holds when a3 is outside a set of (small)
strictly positive measure. That is made precise in their Theorem 3.2.
Finally in the last Section, we will consider the case of slightly
compressible, isentropic, inviscid fluids. Writing v= for the velocity and \=
for the density of the fluid, where = is essentially the Mach number, one
obtains, after some adimensionalization (see [12], [16], [21], [22]),
{
t v=+v= } {v=+
1
=2\=
{p(\=)=0 in Td
t \=+v= } {\=+\= div v==0 in Td
(v=|t=0 , \
=
|t=0)=(v
=
0 , \
=
0),
where p is related to \= by p(\=)=\=#, with #>1. That system does not
quite have the form (H=); such a form can be obtained by defining
c==
2
#&1
- \= p(\=) ,
which puts the previous system into a symmetric form, and then by writing
c==c 0+=c~ =,
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where c 0 is a constant. After a few computations, we come up with
(CE=) {
t v= } {v=+# c~ = {c~ =+# c 0
{c~ =
=
=0 in Td
t c~ =+v= } {c~ = div v=+# c 0
div v=
=
=0 in Td
(v=|t=0 , c~
=
|t=0)=(v0 , c~ 0),
where we have written # =(#&1)2, and c=|t=0=c 0+=c~ 0 . Let us note that
the function c~ = satisfies an acoustic wave type equation. If V ==(v=, c~ =),
then V = satisfies an equation of the type (H=), where L(v=, c~ =)=
(# c 0 {c~ =, # c 0 div v=) is the penalization operator. In the following, we will
systematically denote by vdiv the projection of any vector field v onto the
space of divergence free vector fields, and we will define v~ =v&vdiv .
Similarly, for any V=(v, c), we will write Vdiv=(vdiv , 0) and V =(v~ , c).
Theorem 3. For almost all periodic boxes, there exists :0 such that if
V0=(v0 , c~ 0) is in H s+:(Td), with s>(d2)+4, and if U=(u, c) is the
solution in C 0([0, T*[, H s+:(Td)) of the limit system
(CE0) {
t udiv+udiv } {udiv=&{p in Td
tU +Q(U, U )=0 in Td
Udiv | t=0=(v0, div , 0)
U |t=0=(v~ 0 , c~ 0),
then the solution V ==(v=, c~ =) of (CE=) is such that its filtered associate
U ==L(&t=) V = satisfies, for all T<T* and for = small enough, with the
notations of Theorem 1,
U ==U+=h+=R =osc+o(=) in C
0([0, T], H s&3(Td)).
Remarks. Let us note that, contrary to the studies in [16] and [17],
that result does not require any assumption on the initial data of the ‘‘well
prepared’’ type (i.e., we have supposed neither div v0=0 nor {c~ 0=0). That
‘‘ill prepared’’ case is also the subject of studies by E. Grenier in [12] and
S. Schochet in [22], as well as J.-L. Joly, G. Me tivier and J. Rauch in
[15]the result given in Theorem 3 is actually contained in [15]. In [22],
the computation of the first order terms is carried out, but in the well
prepared case only. In the case of the whole space, and not necessarily for
well prepared data, S. Ukai proves in [23] that the limit of v= satisfies the
incompressible Euler equation, but the uniform convergence breaks near
t=0. That is due to decay estimates, which are not true in the periodic
case.
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The proof of Theorem 1 is going to be based essentially on the following
lemma, the proof of which is left to Section 3.
Lemma 2.1. Let T>0 and _>(d2)+2 be two real numbers, let b= be a
family of functions, bounded in the space C 0([0, T], H_(Td)), and let a=0 be
a function going to zero with = in H_&1(Td). Let Q= be as in (1.3), and
finally let R=osc be a ( p, _&1)oscillating function, with p1, and F
= be a
function going to zero with = in C 0([0, T], H _&1(Td)). Then the function a=,
solution of
{ta
=+Q=(a=, b=)=R =osc+F
= in Td
a =|t=0=a
=
0 ,
(2.1)
is an o(1) in the space C 0([0, T], H_&1(Td)).
Moreover we will use constantly the following estimate (see for instance
[19], [20]), where we have noted ( } | } )H{ the scalar product in H {:
for all {>
d
2
,
(2.2)|(Q=(a, b) | b)H{ |C |b|{ &{b&L |a| {+C |b| 2{ (&{a&L+|a| {+1),
as well as the following result.
Lemma 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, for all integers
j # [0, s+:&(d2)[, the solution u of (H0) is an element of
C j ([0, T], H s& j+:), and the filtered solution u= of (H =) is bounded in that
same space.
Proof. The function t u has the smoothness of Q(u, u), so since H { is
an algebra if {>(d2), t u is an element of the space C 0([0, T], H s&1+:).
Then an immediate recursive argument shows that as long as
s& j+:>d2, if for all k # [0, ..., j&1] we have kt u # C
0([0, T],
H s&k+:), then  jt u has the smoothness of Q(u, 
j&1
t u), hence is in the
space C 0([0, T], H s& j+:). The proof for u= is identical. K
Then let u= and u be the solutions respectively of the systems (H =) and
(H0), and let us define the function w==u=&u, which satisfies the equation
t w=+Q=(w=, w=+2u)=Q(u, u)&Q=(u, u), (2.3)
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with an initial data equal to zero since u=|t=0=u |t=0=v0 . By the non
stationary phase theorem, we have
Q=(u, u)&Q(u, u)
=F&1 :
k+m=n
:
|k, n
a, b, c{0
e&i(t=) |k, n
a, b, c
(P(n) A jua(k) mj ub(m), ec(n)) ec(n),
with the notations given in the introduction. Here and throughout the
paper, we have omitted to write the dependence on t of u. By Theorem 1,
we have
w==o(1) in C 0([0, T], H s&1+:). (2.4)
Before we go any further in the proof of the theorem, let us note that the
right-hand side of (2.3) oscillates in time. So let us consider for a moment
the following model equation:
t .&F(.)=cos
t
=
.
If one defines =.&= sin(t=), one can note that  and . have the same
H s norm for all s, up to an =, and that  satisfies
t =F \+= sin t=+ ,
which is an equation where, up to an =, the oscillating part has disap-
peared. In a similar way to that model problem, and following [22], let us
define ==w=+=R =osc(u), where, as defined in the introduction,
R =osc(u) =
def
F&1 :
k+m=n
:
|k, n
a, b, c{0
ie&i(t=) |k, n
a, b, c
|a, b, ck, n
_(P(n) A jua(k) mjub(m), ec(n)) ec(n). (2.5)
Lemma 2.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, R =osc(u) is a (2, s&1)-
oscillating function.
Proof. The proof of that lemma is very simple, considering the second
order small divisor estimate satisfied by L. Then since we have assumed
that u # C 0([0, T], H s+:), the result follows immediately, taking for
instance r0(n, k, m)=P(n)(|a, b, ck, n )
&1, f =1(t , k)=A
jua(t, k), and f =2(t , m)=
mj ub(t, m), with the notations of Definition 1.2. The fact that F&1t f =i(t , } )
is bounded in C 0([0, T], H _i), for some _ i , is due to Lemma 2.2. K
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Then (2.4) and Lemma 2.3 imply that
==o(1) in C 0([0, T], H s&1). (2.6)
Now let us define =1==
&1=, which satisfies the equation
t =1+Q
=(=1
=+2u&2=R =osc)=R
=, t
osc(u)+Q
=(R =osc , 2u&=R
=
osc), (2.7)
where we have defined R =, tosc by
R =, tosc(u) =
def
F&1 :
k+m=n
:
|k, n
a, b, c{0
ie&i(t=) |k, n
a, b, c
|a, b, ck, n
t(P(n) A jua(k) mjub(m), ec(n)) ec(n).
Lemma 2.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, R =, tosc(u) is a (2, s&2)-
oscillating function.
Proof. It lies on the fact that L satisfies a second order small divisor
estimate of degree :, as well as on Lemma 2.2, which implies that
t u # C 0([0, T], H s&1+:). Then we can take, with the notations of
Definition 1.2, r0(n, k, m)=P(n)(|a, b, ck, n )
&1, along with
f =1(t, k)=A
jua(t, k) and f =2(t, m)=mj tu
b(t, m), or symmetrically
f =1(t , k)=A
jtua(t, k) and f =2(t , m)=mju
b(t, m).
Then F&1f =i(t, } ) # C
0([0, T], H s&2+:) and F&1t f =i(t, } ) # C
0([0, T],
H s&3+:) by Lemma 2.2, so R =, tosc(u) can be written as in (1.5), with p=2
and _=s&2.
Proposition 2.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, =1 is bounded in
C 0([0, T], Hs&2).
Proof. Lemma 2.3 implies that the term Q=(R =osc , 2u&R
=
osc) is bounded
in C 0([0, T], Hs&2), and so is the term R =, tosc(u), by Lemma 2.4. But
=+2u&2=R =osc is bounded in C
0([0, T], Hs&1), using in particular (2.6).
Then the estimate recalled in (2.2) leads to the proposition, from classical
energy estimates on hyperbolic equations of the type (2.7) (see [19] or
[20] for instance): As s>(d2)+4, we have in particular Hs&3/L,
which leads to
1
2
d
dt
|=1|
2
s&2C |R
=, t
osc+Q
=(R =osc , 2u&R
=
osc)| s&2 |
=
1| s&2
+C |=1|
2
s&2 |
=+2u&2=R =osc | s&1 . (2.8)
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Then a Gronwall estimate gives the result
|=1(t)| s&2C \ |=1 | t=0| s&2+|
t
0
|R =, tosc+Q
=(R =osc , 2u&R
=
osc) | s&2 ({) d{+
_exp |
t
0
C |=+2u&2=R =osc | s&1 ({) d{,
where =1 | t=0=R
=
osc(u) |t=0 is in particular bounded in H
s&2.
The proposition is proved. K
Remark. As a direct consequence, we have
==O(=) in C 0([0, T], H s&2). (2.9)
Proposition 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, the Eq. (2.7) can
be written as
t =1+ 2Q
=(u, =1)=R
1, =
osc(u)+=R
2, =(u)+R(u), (2.10)
where R1, =osc is a (3, s&2)-oscillating term, and where R(u) is independent of
= and is an element of C 0([0, T], H s&2(Td)). Finally R2, =(u) is bounded in
the space C 0([0, T], H s&3(Td)).
Proof. Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 2.1, associated with (2.9), imply that
Q=(=1, 
=&2=R =osc) is a O(=) in C
0([0, T], H s&3), and the same goes for
the term =Q=(R =osc , R
=
osc ), so we can write
Q=(=1, 
=)&2=R =osc+=Q
=(R =osc , R
=
osc)==R
2, =(u),
where R2, =(u) is bounded in C 0([0, T], H s&3). So Eq. (2.7) becomes
t =1+2Q
=(u, =1)=R
=, t
osc(u)+2Q
=(u, R=osc)+=R
2, =(u).
Moreover, Lemma 2.4 implies that R =, tosc can be written in the form R
1, =
osc of
Proposition 2.2, so we are left with the study of the term Q=(R =osc , u).
The study is somewhat complicated by the fact that the oscillations due
to R =osc can interfere with those of Q
=: we have
2Q=(R =osc , u)
=F&1 :
k+m=n
e&i(t=) |k, n
a, b, c
(P(n) A j(R =, aosc(k)) mj u
b(m), ec(n)) ec(n)
+F&1 :
k+m=n
e&i(t=) |k, n
a, b, c
(P(n) A j(ub(m)) kj R =,aosc(k), e
c(n)) ec(n),
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with the notations of the introduction, and R =,aosc(k) is equal to
F&1 :
k$+m$=k
:
|k$, k
a$, b$, a{0
ie&i(t=) |k$, k
a$, b$, a
|a$, b$, ak$, k
P(k) Alua$(k$) m$j ub$(m$).
So in Q=(R =osc , u) the oscillation phase is |
a, b, c
k, n +|
a$, b$, a
k$, k =|
b(n&k)&
|c(n)+|a$(k$)+|b$(k&k$).
So one can consider separately the case when that phase is not zero,
which we shall note Q=(R =osc , u)osc , and the case when it is zero: In the latter
case there is no more dependence on =, and that leads to the term R(u),
whereas the former corresponds to an oscillating term.
So finally we have obtained the following expression for FR(u)(n):
:
k$+m$=k
k+m=n
:
|k$, k, n
a$, b$, b, c=0
|k$, k
a$, b$, a=0
i
|a$, b$, ak$, k
(P(n) A jub(m) kj
_(P(k) Alua$(k$) m$lub$(m$))a (k))c (n)
+ :
|k$, k, n
a$, b$, b, c=0
m+k$+m$=n
|k$, k
a$, b$, a=0
i
|a$, b$, ak$, n&k
(P(n) A j (P(n&m) Al ua$(k$) m$lub$(m$))a
_(n&m) mj ub(m))c (n),
which is an element of C 0([0, T], H s&2), since u # C 0([0, T], H s+:). Further-
more, the function Q=(R =osc , u)osc can be written as R
=
3, osc of Definition 1.2, with
_=s&2: for example we can take r0(n, k$, m$, m) of the type P(n) P(n&m)
(|a$, b$, ak$, n&m)
&1 (n j&mj) m$l , which satisfies
|r0(n, k$, m$, m)|C(1+|k$| ):+1 (1+|m$| ):+2,
and then f =1(t, k$)=A
lua$(k$), f =2(t, m$)=u
b$(m$), f =3(t, m)=A
jub(m). Then
we just have to recall that u is an element of C 0([0, T], H s+:), as well as
the fact that t u is in C 0([0, T], H s&1+:) by Lemma 2.2, and the result
follows. So Q=(R =osc , u)osc can be written as the term R
1, =
osc , and Proposition
2.2 is proved. K
Now let us define the functions h and w=1 , where w
=
1=
=
1&h and h is a
solution of
(H1) {t h+2Q(u, h)=R(u) in T
d
h |t=0=R =osc(u) |t=0 .
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By looking at the definition of R =osc(u), in (2.5), one can note that h |t=0
does not depend on =.
Proposition 2.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, h is in
C0([0, T], Hs&2), and w=1 is an o(1) in C
0([0, T], H s&3).
Remark. Let us suppose that Proposition 2.3 has been proved. Then we
have
u=&u== =1&=R
=
osc(u)
==h&=R =osc(u)+=w
=
1 ,
with w=1=o(1) in C
0([0, T], H s&3), so the first order expansion of
Theorem 1 is found.
Proof of Proposition 2.3. A classical estimate (of the same type as (2.8))
implies directly, as R(u) is an element of C 0([0, T], H s&2) according to
Proposition 2.2, that h is in the space C 0([0, T], H s&2). So the result on
h is proved.
Now let us study w=1=
=
1&h, which satisfies the following equation:
t w=1+2Q
=(u, w=1=R
1, =
osc(u)+2Q(h, u)&2Q
=(h, u)+=R2, =(u). (2.11)
Lemma 2.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, the right-hand side of
(2.11) is of the type R=osc+F
=, where R=osc is a (3, s&3)-oscillating term, and
where F = goes to zero with =, in C 0([0, T], H s&3).
Proof of Lemma 2.5. The term R1, =osc(u) is a (3, s&2)-oscillating
function, according to Proposition 2.2. Furthermore, we have
2Q=(h, u)&2Q(h, u)
=F&1 :
k+m=n
:
|k, n
a, b, c{0
e&i(t=) |k, n
a, b, c
(P(n) A jha(k) mj ub(m))c (n)
+F&1 :
k+m=n
:
|k, n
a, b, c
e&i(t=) | k, n
a, b, c
(P(n) A j ua(k) mjhb(m))c (n).
But we have seen in the first part of Proposition 2.3 that h #
C 0([0, T], H s&2) if u is in the space C 0([0, T], H s+:). Moreover t h is in
C 0([0, T], H s&3), for the same type of reason as in Lemma 2.2, so
Q(h, u)&Q=(h, u) is a (2, s&3)-oscillating term.
Hence R1, =osc(u)+2Q(h, u)&2Q
=(h, u) is a (3, s&3)-oscillating term, and
Lemma 2.5 is proved, taking F ===R2, =(u). K
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End of the Proof of Proposition 2.3. Now it is just a matter of using
Lemma 2.1, with _=s&2, since moreover w=1 is initially equal to zero. We
get directly w=1=o(1) in C
0([0, T], H s&3). So Proposition 2.3 is proved,
and with it, Theorem 1. K
Remark. There is a priori no reason why one should stop the expansion
at order 1; it seems clear that if one supposes more smoothness on the
initial data, along with higher order small divisor estimate assumptions on
the perturbation, too high an increase in the length of the computations is
the only obstacle to writing an expansion of u= at any order.
3. PROOF OF LEMMA 2.1.
The aim of this section is to prove Lemma 2.1, stated in Section 2. It
concerns equations where there is a highly oscillating term R=osc , in the
sense of Definition 1.2, on the right hand side. The difficulty is due to the
fact that R=osc goes weakly to zero with =, and not strongly (that is simply
due to the non stationary phase theorem). The idea in [22] is to decompose
R=osc into two parts, cutting at an arbitrary frequency N. We shall show that
the high frequency terms converge strongly to zero when N goes to infinity,
whereas the low frequency terms can be eliminated, up to an =, by a change
of function.
So let us write equation (2.1) in the form
t a=+Q=(b=, a=)=R=osc, N+R
=, N
osc +F
=,
where, writing 1X for the characteristic function of X, we have defined
R=osc, N =
def :
q # [1, .., p]
R=q, osc, N
= :
q # [1, .., p]
F&1(1[ | } | , |kq

|N] FR=q, osc( } )),
R=, Nosc =
def R=osc&R
=
osc, N .
One can notice that there is a finite number of low frequency terms
(number which depends on N ), which are a finite number of oscillating
functions in time. So in a similar way to the model problem t .&F(.)=
cos(t=) discussed in Section 2, let us define
=N=a
=+=R =osc, N , (3.1)
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where R =osc, N is defined by R
=
osc, N=q # [1,..,p] R
=
q, osc, N , with
FR =q, osc, N (n) =
def :
|n| , |kq

|N
:
kq

# K nq
ie&i(t=) ;q (n, kq

)
;q(n, kq

)
r0(n, kq

) f =1(t, k1) . . f
=
q(t, kq).
Lemma 3.1. There exists a constant CN, T such that
&R =osc, N&C0 ([0,T], H_)CN, T .
Proof. Let us first of all note that each of the (;q)&1 is bounded from
above by a constant depending on N, as each ;q takes a finite number of
nonzero values. Then the lemma is simply due to the fact that in each of
the quantities estimated here, one sums on low frequencies only, so they
are as smooth as needed, provided one pays with enough powers of N. K
That lemma implies that Lemma 2.1 is proved if one shows that =N is an
o(1) in the space C 0([0, T], H _&1(Td )). Hence from now on our study
will concentrate on =N .
Proposition 3.1. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2, the function =N
defined in (3.1) satisfies
{t 
=
N+Q
=(b=,  =N)==R
1, =
N, osc+R
=, N
osc +F
=
(3.2)
=N | t=0=
=
N, 0 ,
where =N, 0 goes to zero with = in H
_&1, R1, =N, osc is bounded uniformly in =,
in C 0([0, T], H_&1), by a constant depending on N, and R=, Nosc goes to zero
in C 0([0, T], H _&1) when N goes to infinity, uniformly in =.
Proof. Let us first note that =N | t=0=a
=
0+=R
=
osc, N | t=0 , so the assump-
tion on a=0 , as well as Lemma 3.1, imply that 
=
N | t=0 goes to zero with =
in H_&1.
Furthermore, the change of function introduced above leads to the
following equation for =N :
t =N+Q
=(b=, =N)=F
=+=R =, tosc, N+=Q
=(R =osc, N , b
=)+R =, Nosc , (3.3)
where R =, tosc, N is defined in the same way as R
=
osc, N , only where in each
function R =q, osc, N , one of the f
=
i ’s has been replaced by t f
=
i : we have R
=, t
osc, N
=q # [1, .., p] R =, tq, osc, N , with
FR =, tq, osc, N(n) =
def :
j
:
|n|, |kq

|N
kq

# K nq
ie&i(t=) ;q (n, kq

)
;q(n, kq

)
r0(n, kq

) t f =j(t , kj) ‘
i{ j
f =i (t, ki).
v The low frequencies:
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Lemma 3.2. The terms R =, tosc, N and Q
=(R =osc, N , b
=) are bounded in the
space C0([0, T], H _&1), uniformly in =, with an upper bound CN, T which
depends on N and T.
Proof. For R =, tosc, N , the result is simply due to the fact that all the func-
tions considered are in low frequencies, hence are as smooth as wanted
provided CN, T is large enough. Let us recall that we have assumed that
each F&1t f =i is bounded in C
0([0, T], H_i), for some _i . For the quad-
ratic term Q=(R =osc, N , b
=), the fact that H s is an algebra if s>d2 gives the
result, since b= and R =osc, N are bounded in C
0([0, T], H _), by Lemma 3.1.
So Lemma 3.2 is proved, and with it is found the term R1, =N, osc of (3.2). K
v The high frequencies:
Lemma 3.3. For any function a # C0([0, T], H s(Td )), with s # R, the
high frequency function aN =def F&1(1[N, [ Fa) goes to zero when N goes to
infinity, in C0([0, T], H s(Td )).
Proof. It simply lies on the fact that |aN(t)| 2s = |k|N |k|
2s |Fa(t, k)| 2,
and Dini’s theorem implies that |aN(t)| 2s goes to zero uniformly in t, as the
remainder of the sequence of continuous functions of general term
|k|2s |Fa(t, k)|2. K
Lemma 3.4. The high frequency term R=, Nosc goes to zero in
C0([0, T], H_&1) when N goes to infinity, uniformly in =.
Proof. The terms R=, Nq, osc are such that at least one of the f
=
i ’s in the
product appears as a high frequency term f =, Ni . But Lemma 3.3 implies that
F&1f =, Ni goes to zero in the space C
0([0, T], H_&1+:i ). As the other
F&1f =j ’s are bounded in C
0([0, T], H_&1+:j ), and H_&1 is an algebra
since _&1>d2, Lemma 3.4 is proved and R2, =, Nosc is found. K
Hence Proposition 3.1 is proved. K
Now we can end the proof of the lemma. Using the estimate recalled
in (2.2), we have, since _>(d2)+2,
1
2
d
dt
|=N(t)|
2
_&1C |
=
N(t)|
2
_&1 |b
=(t)| _
+C |=N(t)|_&1 |(=R
1, =
N, osc+R
=, N
osc +F
=)(t)|_&1 .
A classical Gronwall estimate gives
|=N(t)|_&1\ |=N, 0 |_&1+C |
t
0
|(=R1, =N, osc+R
=, N
osc +F
=)({)|_&1 d{+ exp CB(t),
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where B(t) is an upper bound, uniform in =, of &b=&L1 ([0, t], H _) . But if one
chooses N large enough, and then = small enough, then |=R1, =N, osc+R
=, N
osc
+F = |_&1 and |=N, 0 |_&1 are arbitrarily small, so that means that 
=
N , and
hence a=, is defined on [0, T] for = small enough and we have a==o(1) in
C0([0, T], H_&1(Td )). So Lemma 2.1 is proved. K
4. APPLICATION TO GEOPHYSIC FLUID EQUATIONS
4.1. Introduction
The aim of this section is to prove that the life span of the rotating Euler
equations and of the primitive equations, defined in the introduction, goes
to infinity when = goes to zero, and to find a first order expansion of the
associate filtered solutions. To do so, we shall use Theorem 1, so we have
to compute the limit equation (H0) in both the case of (RF =) and of (PE =).
If we prove that those limit equations are globally well posed, we will have
proved the result on the life span of the solutions of (RF =) and (PE =). The
first order expansion will then be a direct consequence of Theorem 1, once
we have checked that the perturbations satisfy a second order small divisor
estimate.
4.2. The Rotating Fluid Equations
The following proposition is proved by A. Babin, A. Mahalov and
B. Nicolaenko in [2, 3].
Proposition 4.1. For almost all values of b3 , the limit system (H0) corre-
sponding to (RF =) can be decomposed into two systems: one is the bidimensional
Euler equation
t u +u } {2u =(&{2 p , 0)
(E2D) {div2 u =0u |t=0=v 0
where 3 u =0, and the other is linear in the remainder uosc=u&u :
t uosc+2Q(u , uosc)=0
(Losc) {div uosc=0uosc | t=0=v0, osc .
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We have noted v 0 for the vertical average of v0 : v 0=x3 v0 dx3 , and
v0, osc=v0&v 0 .
Remark. The admissible values of b3 are those that guarantee the
absence of three-wave interactions that would prevent such a decoupling in
the limit system (see [2, 10]). Those values define the notion of ‘‘non
resonant domains’’ for the rotating fluid equations.
That proposition leads immediately to the fact that the limit system is
globally well posed: The first equation in the proposition is a bidimensional
Euler equation, well-known to be globally well posed (see [5] for example):
if v0 # H s and s> 52 , then u # C
0(R+, H s(T2)).
One now just has to look at the second equation: the absence of quad-
ratic terms in uosc enables us to find the result, by a straightforward energy
estimate in H s ; however, one can note that in [3] (Theorem 5.3), it is
proved that for all s, (Q(u , uosc) | (P2)s uosc)=0. So one has, for all s,
ddt |uosc | 2s =0, and so we find, for all t0 and for all s>
5
2 , that |uosc(t)| s
=|v0, osc | s .
Hence the limit system is globally well posed in C 0(R+, H s), and one
can use Theorem 1 to get the expected result: for any T>0, there exists =T
small enough so that v= is defined on [0, T] for all =<=T .
In order to compute the first order expansion given in Theorem 2, we
just have to use the result proved in [11], which is a classical result in
number theory, stating that for almost all values of (b1 , b2 , b3), the operator
L satisfies a second order small divisor estimate at a certain degree. So with
that additional restriction on the domain, Theorem 2 is proved by a direct
application of Theorem 1. K
4.3. The Primitive Equations
Here again, as in the case of the rotating fluids, we shall not write the
computations leading to the limit system, as they are all written in [3], as
well as in [11]. We will just give the following definition, necessary to the
statement of Proposition 4.2.
Definition 4.1. The potential vorticity of U=(v, T ) is defined by
0 =def 1v2&2v1&F &13T. Then the quasigeostrophic part of U is
UQG =
def (&22&10, 12&10, 0, &F3 2&10), and the oscillating part is
Uosc=U&UQG .
Proposition 4.2. For almost all values of (b1 , b2 , b3), the limit system
(H0) corresponding to (PE =) can be diagonalized in the following way:
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t 0+vQG } {0=0
{UQG | t=0=U0, QGt Uosc+Q(UQG , Uosc)=0Uosc | t=0=U0, osc ,
where U=UQG+Uosc is the limit of U = defined as U ==L(&t=)V =.
Then it is easy to see that the limit system is globally well posed: The
first equation is well known to be globally well posed in C0(R+, H s&1) if
the initial data U0, QG is in H s, with s> 52 , and the second equation is then
also globally well posed in C0(R+, H s), since it is linear, exactly as in the
case of the rotating fluids. So we get the expected result on the life span
of (PE =). To conclude, we just have to notice, as for (RF =) and using a
result proved in [11], that for almost all periodic boxes T3, the perturba-
tion L associated with (PE =) satisfies a second order small divisor estimate
at some degree. Then a direct application of Theorem 1 gives the expected
first order expansion, and Theorem 2 is proved. K
Remark. It can be noticed that two different and independent restrictions
on the domain have taken place: One is linked to the small divisor estimates
satisfied by L, and the other is linked to the possibilities of resonances.
5. THE SLIGHTLY COMPRESSIBLE FLUID EQUATIONS
The aim of this final section is to prove Theorem 3, stated in the intro-
duction. In order to do so, we are simply going to apply Theorem 1; so as
in the previous case, concerning the geophysical fluid equations, we have
to check that the perturbation operator L satisfies a second order small
divisor estimate at some degree, and we have to compute the limit system
(H0) corresponding to the compressible equations (CE
=), noted (CE0) in
the statement of Theorem 3.
As we have seen in the introduction, the perturbation operator is of the
form
L(v, c)=(# c 0 {c, # c 0 div v).
So after a simple computation, we find that the eigenvalues of the Fourier
transform FL(n) are 0 (of multiplicity d&1), and \i# c 0 |n| T , where we
have defined |n| 2T = j (n
2
j b
2
j ). Let us note that terms of the type Vdiv ,
with the notation defined in the introduction, are elements of the kernel of
L. Moreover, a classical result in number theory indicates that L satisfies a
second order small divisor estimate at some degree, for almost all periodic
boxes (see [11, 22]).
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So it follows that Theorem 3 will be proved once we have computed the
limit system (CE0). The form taken by that limit system follows directly
from the general study of (H=), except for the equation on udiv . However
since c~ = {c~ == 12{c~
= 2, then v=div satisfies
t v=div+P(v
= } {v=)=0,
where P is the L2-orthogonal projection onto divergence free vector fields.
But as V =div is an element of the kernel of L, we have U
=
div=V
=
div , so to find
the equation satisfied by the limit udiv of u=div , we just have to find the limit
of the equation satisfied by v=div . So we just need to compute the limit of
P(v= } {v=), and it is easy to see (see [12]) that there exists a function p
such that
lim
=  0
P(v= } {v=)=udiv } {udiv+{p.
So the equation on udiv is found. The equation on U follows directly from
the definition of the limit system (H0) given in Theorem 0. Then one can
apply Theorem 1: The smoothness of U follows from classical results on
hyperbolic equations, recalled in Section 2. So Theorem 3 is proved. K
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